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can be many, we list then here. If you are interested in creating a server for your own on this website then please click on the server category or on the server commanders category. The sections in the server section goes over what we have done, you can also see what we are working on. Please
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Edwards/The Guardian Lubaina Himid, the pioneering fashion illustrator who died last week aged 81, was a major presence on the London fashion scene in the 80s. The daughter of Senegalese parents, she was born in Cairo in 1930 and moved to Britain in the late 50s. Her innovative and
iconoclastic designs were among the most exciting seen on London runways. A distinct talent, she also broke new ground by designing her own couture pieces and collaborated on many collections with the businesswoman Jay Jopling. Her passion for abstract and graphic art, and her love of self-
expression, came to the fore during her early days as a fashion illustrator in Paris. She explained that she worked as a fashion designer and illustrator in France in the early 60s while she was also writing abstract poems and sending them to her mother. "I was too frightened to show them to my
mother," she said in 2001. "I would smuggle them out under the bedcovers. This also carried over to printmaking. I kept running off paintings and prints with poems and images I was too scared to show to my father." This was not the only time in her life that her artistic endeavours risked being

seen as eccentric by her parents. "I worked as a
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